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Large-scale 3D Reconstruction

Utilizing a Large Number of Images

[Snavely et al., SIGGRAPH 2006] 
[Agarwal et al., ICCV 2009] 
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Large-scale 3D Event Reconstruction

New Opportunity from a Large Number of Videos

What can we reconstruct in dynamic scenes?!
!
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Figure 3: Geodesic dome structure. (Left) The panels are face-
transitive to ensure interchangeability across panels; (Right) An
optimization was performed to ensure uniform angles with respect
to the center between each camera and all its neighbors (one neigh-
bor of Camera j is marked in red).
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where P = 20 is the number of panels, N = 24 is the number184

of cameras in each panel, N (·) is the neighborhood of a camera,185

f(·|p) is a function transforming the angle on a reference panel to186

the p-th panel. The final tessellation on an individual panel can187

be seen in Fig. 5, and the final distribution of cameras can be seen188

in Fig. 4. The cameras sample the span of the vertical axis of the189

space and sample 48.71� of the horizontal axis. The HD cameras190

were mounted on the center of the hexagonal panels and distributed191

to sample the span of the vertical axis of the space and 67.58� of192

the horizontal axis.193

With this distribution, the minimum baseline between any ED194

camera and its nearest three neighbors is 21.05cm, and the mini-195

mum baseline between an HD camera and its nearest neighbor is196

120.65cm. Naturally, there is some variation in this number due to197

the physical imprecision of mounting.198

3.2 Acquisition and Illumination199

The system captures imagery in the event space via a mix of en-200

hanced definition and high definition cameras.201

ED Cameras. There are 480 cameras organized in 20 modules202

of 24 cameras. Each module is managed by a Distributed Mod-203

ule Controller (DMC) that triggers all cameras in the module, re-204

ceives data from them, and consolidates the video for transmission205

to the local machine. Each individual camera is a global shutter206

CMOS sensor, with a fixed focal length of 4.5mm, that captures207

VGA (640⇥480) resolution images at 25Hz or QVGA (320⇥240)208

resolution at 100Hz (shown in Fig. 5(a)). The cameras are arranged209

on the surface of the geodesic dome to ensure maximum coverage210

as described in Sec. 3.1.211

HD Cameras. There are 20 Canon XH-G1s HD cameras in the212

dome, one per active panel. The camera has a 3 CCD sensor and213

the resolution of the camera is 1920 ⇥ 1080 and 30Hz. The lens214

on the camera is a Canon 4.5-90 mm f1.6-f3.5 HD resolving lens,215

which we fit with a wide angle converter (Canon WD-H72). These216

cameras are genlocked and time-coded, driven by an external clock.217

The data from a pair of HD cameras is transferred via HD-SDI to218

a local node and these cameras are arranged uniformly around the219

dome as well.220

Illumination. The dome are equipped with five Mitsubishi221

WD390U-EST DLP projectors, working at the resolution of222

1280⇥800 at 60Hz. Both Quadro Plexes are connected to one com-223

puter via the extended PCI-Express cards directly synchronizing the224

Figure 4: The studio interior and exterior. The exterior of the dome
with the equipment mounted on the surface (left), the inside of the
dome (center) photographed with a spherical lens placed on the
floor directly at the center looking upwards, and an outside-in shot
(right) shows the space relative to a person. We have performed
captures with over ten people in the studio.

projectors. We use the projectors to indirectly illuminate the activ-225

ity inside the dome to provide a programmatic means of illumina-226

tion. In addition to the programmable illumination, we also have227

5 Flolight Microbeams that each use 1200 LEDs, with softboxes228

to diffuse the light and minimize hard shadows. These lights are229

mounted at the top of the dome as shown in Fig. 4.230

3.3 Synchronization Design231

Image-based reconstruction methods require some form of regis-232

tration between viewpoints: point correspondence for stereo recon-233

struction and silhouettes for hull based reconstruction. For dynamic234

scenes, that means all the cameras must capture at precisely the235

same moment otherwise the geometric constraints that underlie re-236

construction are violated. The challenge here is that the ED and237

HD camera systems run at different rates—25/100Hz and 30Hz re-238

spectively. The two systems are internally frame-locked and pixel-239

locked and aligned on a world time-line with each other.240

For the ED camera subsystem, a custom clock generator produces241

a Genlock signal and SMPTE time code and is transmitted to all242

DMCs. This synchronization scheme produces a true distributed243

camera, where the CCD is spread piece-wise around the geodesic244

dome and triggered by this unitary clock. For the HD camera sub-245

system, a BrightEye 56 synchronization generator is used to pro-246

duce a SMPTE timecode and genlock at 59.94Hz. Using a dis-247

tributor, the genlock and timecode is split to each of the HD cam-248

eras. The HD cameras synchronize to the external genlock and249

time code automatically when receiving the signals under this in-250

put mode. For both camera subsystems, we stamp the images with251

meta-information on its timecode of capture. To align these two252

time codes, we embed the ED and HD timecodes in the left and253

right channels of a stereo audio signal, using calibration to deter-254

mine the precise offset caused by internal camera processing func-255

tions.256

3.4 Communication and Control Design257

Each VGA camera panel produces an uncompressed video stream258

at 1.47 Gbps and each individual HD camera produces an uncom-259

pressed video stream at 1.5 Gbps. Thus, for the entire set of 480 ED260

cameras and 20 HD cameras the data-rate is approximately 59.35261

Gbps. To handle this stream, the system pipeline has been designed262

with a modularized communication and control structure. For the263

ED subsystem, the clock generator sends a frame counter, trigger264

signal, and the pixel clock signal to each DMC associated with a265

panel. The DMC uses this timing information to initiate and syn-266

chronize capture of all cameras within the module. Upon trigger267

and exposure, each of the 24 camera heads transfers back image268

data via the camera interconnect to the DMC, which consolidates269
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Geodesic Dome Exterior Spherical Image (Interior) Looking in

CMU Panoptic Studio

A System to Simulate Crowd Capture Videos



Input for Dynamic Event Reconstruction

An Example View



Input for Dynamic Event Reconstruction

480 Unique Viewpoints



Input for Dynamic Event Reconstruction

All 480 Input Videos

VGA resolution



Large-scale Dynamic 3D Reconstruction

100,000 Trajectories over Hundreds of Frames

No spatial or temporal regularization is used



Large-scale Dynamic 3D Reconstruction

A Detailed View of Selected Patches



Time t

Reconstructing 3D Trajectory

2D Flow-based Method

Time t+1

Temporal correspondence problem within each camera view is 
much easier than correspondence problem across views



Time t

Reconstructing 3D Trajectory

Key Issue To Leverage a Large Number of Views 

Time t+1

Time-varying visibility problem 
!

Which cameras are observing which points at each time? 
!



Point cloud reconstruction
Static Scene

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?



Point cloud reconstruction
Static Scene

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?



Error in visibility reasoning 

Point cloud reconstruction
Static Scene

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?



Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?

Time t

Point cloud reconstruction Trajectory stream reconstruction
Dynamic SceneStatic Scene



Time t Time t+1

Point cloud reconstruction Trajectory stream reconstruction
Dynamic SceneStatic Scene

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?



Time t Time t+1

Time-varying visibility reasoning

3D tracking

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?

Point cloud reconstruction Trajectory stream reconstruction
Dynamic SceneStatic Scene



Time t Time t+1

Failure in 3D tracking

Error in time-varying visibility reasoning

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?

Point cloud reconstruction Trajectory stream reconstruction
Dynamic SceneStatic Scene



Time t

Failure in 3D tracking

Point cloud reconstruction Trajectory stream reconstruction

As large and accurate visibility set as possible

Dynamic SceneStatic Scene

Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Why Is It Important in Dynamic 3D Reconstruction?



N

X

Pi

Accurate 3D patch shape and its texture are required

3D patch

Photometric Consistency !
A Common Cue for Static Scene Reconstruction

Ci

Measure photometric

similarity

Rectified 2D  
appearance

Rectified Texture  
of 3D patch



Photometric Consistency !
A Common Cue for Static Scene Reconstruction

N

X

Pi

Visible from this camera!
(Blue pyramid)

3D patch

Ci

Expected true visibility set



Ci

N

X

Motion Consistency !
A Novel Cue in Dynamic Scene

2D flow

3D flow projection

2D flow

3D flow projection

Motion consistency 
measurement

No texture and 3D shape is required

Time t

Time t+1
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X

Motion Consistency !
A Novel Cue in Dynamic Scene

Time t

Time t+1

Motion consistency measurement
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X

Motion Consistency !
A Novel Cue in Dynamic Scene

Time t

Motion consistency measurement

Occluded cameras are seen as a shadow

Time t+1



MAP Visibility Estimate

Visibility Likelihood and Visibility Prior
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Result



Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Circular Motion Sequence



Time-varying Visibility Reasoning

Our Result
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Dynamic 3D Reconstruction Result

Quantitative Comparison



Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Volleyball Sequence



Selected target patch

Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Volleyball Sequence: a Detail View



Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Falling Boxes Sequence



Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Confetti Sequence



Trajectory Stream Reconstruction Result

The Fluid Motion Sequence



Future Work

Motion analysis Social interactionsMoving cameras



Dataset will be available at our project website: 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~hanbyulj/14/visibility.html 

Thank you

Please visit our poster (O-2A-5)

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~hanbyulj/14/visibility.html
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Patch Tracking Visibility Estimation

S(t)S(t� 1) V(t� 1)

S(t� 1),S(t)

Im(t)

V(t)

Algorithm Overview

Patch Tracking and Visibility Estimation



Detailed Views of Visibility Reasoning Result




Visibility Reasoning Result

Qualitative Comparison

Ground truth

Our method Photometric consistency
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Visibility Reasoning Result

Quantitative Comparison
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Dynamic 3D Reconstruction Result

Quantitative Comparison



Summary of the Datasets 

Frame rate: 25frame / sec 
Data size: 220GB / min

Trajectory reconstruction 
from one time instance



Computation Time

• 10,000 points over 8 sec

• Using 100 cores

• 12 hours

• 10~15 starting frames for each sequence — 1 week



Quantitative Evaluation Method

Frame 1  Frame n

… … …

Frame 2n Frame n+1

… … …

Measure drift error

Frame 1  Frame n  
Frame n+1

Frame 2n

[Furukawa and Ponce, CVPR 2008] 



A Detailed View of A Selected Patch


Selected target patch



Selected target patch

A Detailed View of Selected Patches




A Detailed View of A Selected Patch


Selected target patch



A Detailed View of Selected Patches
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